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Numerical Study on Current-Induced Switching of Synthetic Antiferromagnet
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Synthetic antiferromagnets (SAFs) are used as free layer structures for various magnetic devices utilizing spin-

transfer torque (STT). Therefore, it is important to understand current-induced excitation of SAFs. By means

of drift-diffusion and macrospin models, we studied the current-induced excitation of a SAF-free layer struc-

ture (NiFe/Ru/NiFe). The simulation results were compared with the previous experimental results [N. Smith et

al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 247205 (2008)]. We confirmed that a nonzero STT through the Ru layer is essential for

explaining the experimental results. 
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1. Introduction

An electric current spin-polarized by a ferromagnet

(FM) transfers its spin angular momentum to the local

magnetization of another FM, i.e., spin-transfer torque

(STT) [1]. STT can fully reverse the magnetization in a

zero or low external magnetic field [2], whereas it can

induce the steady precession motion of magnetization in

high magnetic fields [3]. From the application point of

view, current-induced magnetization switching and pre-

cession motion is applicable to magnetic memory devices

and tunable microwave oscillator devices, respectively.

Owing to the potential for these applications and interest-

ing physics, STT has been extensively studied for over a

decade.

Until now, most of the experimental and theoretical

studies on STT have been performed on planar spin valve

structures of the type polarizer/spacer/free layer, where

the polarizer and free layer consist of a single in-plane

magnetized FM. Recently, a synthetic antiferromagnet

(SAF), consisting of two FMs antiferromagnetically coup-

led via a Rudrman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) inter-

action across a thin Ru layer, has been used instead of a

single free layer to achieve lower switching current den-

sity and an intense microwave emission peak [4,5]. Thus,

it is important to study STT and STT-induced magneti-

zation dynamics in SAF for design and analysis of experi-

ments including SAF-free layer structures.

For a structure including three or more FMs, the STT

exerted on a FM is influenced by local magnetization of

not only the neighbor FMs but also by other FMs because

the spin accumulation related to the STT at a local point

is affected by the magnetization configuration in the

overall structure [6]. Thus, it is essential to consider the

variation of the STT with respect to the magnetization

configuration in a structure containing a SAF-free layer

which consists of three or more FMs. In the experimental

results the SAF-free layer testing (SAF-pinned layer/Cu/

SAF-free layer) [7], however, two main assumptions for

the STT were employed in interpreting the results. Firstly,

the angular dependence of STT at each interface was

ignored and, secondly, the polarization factor which is a

parameter for STT was overestimated at the interface of

Ru. In this study, we consider the angular dependence of

STT and simulate the magnetization dynamics of the SAF-

free layer. By considering the effect of angular depen-

dence of STT through not only the Cu layer but also the

Ru layer, we found that the STT could be important for

the current-induced magnetization dynamics of the FMs.

Also, the experimental results in Ref. [7] could be ex-

plained by our model calculation without an overesti-

mated polarization factor.

2. Models and Description

The structure used in the calculation is PtMn(7)|PL(3)

|Ru(0.7)|RL(3)|Cu(4)|FM1(tFM2+4)|Ru(0.7)|FM2(tFM2)|Cu
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(infinite) (all in nanometers), as depicted in Fig. 1. The

pinned layer (PL, CoFe), which is fixed by the anti-

ferromagnetic material (AFM, PtMn), and the reference

layer (RL, CoFe), which is anti-ferromagnetically coupled

with PL, make up a SAF-pinned layer. The SAF-free

layer is composed of FM1 and FM2 (both NiFe) and is

assumed to be patterned into 150 × 50 nm2. In this struc-

ture, STTs are exerted on three interfaces, that is, Cu|FM1

(interface 1), FM1|Ru(interface 2), and Ru|FM2(interface

3). As shown in Fig. 1, when the electrons flow along the

+z-axis, the current is positive and a positive magnetic

field is applied along the +x-axis. We indicate that, for the

AP-state of magnetization, the magnetization of FM1 is

aligned anti-parallel to the RL and the FM2 is aligned

parallel to the RL while we indicate that, for the initial P-

state, the FM1 is parallel to RL and FM2 is anti-parallel

to RL.

We simulated the magnetization dynamics of FM1 and

FM2 within a macrospin assumption by using the LLG

equation that included the STT-term, as shown below, 

, (1)

where mi is the normalized magnetization of FMi, γg is

the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the Gilbert damping constant,

Heff is the effective magnetic field including the demag-

netization field, dipolar coupling field, RKKY-exchange

field, and applied external field. In this study, STTFMi

includes only in-plane STT because the out-of-plane STT

in metallic multilayers is negligible [8], while that in

magnetic tunnel junctions is non-negligible [9]. The first

and the second terms in eq. (1) correspond to precession

and damping motion of magnetization, respectively. The

third term, STTFMi exerted on FMi is described as follows,

STTFM1 = STT1 + STT2

= γg [aJ1m1 × (m1 × p) + aJ2m1 × (m1 × m2)],

STTFM2 = γg[aJ3m2 × (m2 × m1)], (2)

where STTi is the STT exerted on interface i, aJi is an

amplitude of the in-plane STT at interface i, and p is unit

vector of magnetization of RL. As shown in the above

equation, the STT exerted on each FM is determined by

the magnetization directions, m1, m2, and p. Also, because

the amplitude of STT at each interface, aJi, is determined

by the overall magnetization configuration according to

the drift-diffusion theory [10], the STT on each FM could

be quite complicated with the many magnetizations of the

FMs. From the drift-diffusion model, the polarization

factor determining the amplitude of STT in the form of

aJi(θ1, θ2) = ( /2e)(Je/MSiti)·ηi(θ1, θ2) is given by

 ,

 , (3)

where MSi is the saturation magnetization of FMi, ti is the

thickness of FMi, Je is the current density, θ1 and θ2 are
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Fig. 1. Schematic structure used in the calculation.

Table 1. Spin transport parameters used in our calculation.

Material
Measured resistivity 

(μΩ·cm)

Bulk scattering 

asymmetry β

Measured RA

(mΩ·μm2)

Interfacial scattering 

asymmetry γ

Spin flip length

(nm)

Spin memory

loss (%)

PtMn [13] 180.0 0.0 2.0

CoFe [14] 20.0 0.6 15.0

Ru [15] 20.0 0.0 12.0

Cu [16] 5.0 0.0 200.0

NiFe [16] 25.0 0.7 4.5

PtMn/CoFe [13] 0.5 0.1 63.2 (unknown)

CoFe/Ru [15] 0.5 −0.2 31.0

CoFe/Cu [13] 1.0 0.7 33.0 (unknown)

NiFe/Cu [16] 0.2 0.6 33.0

NiFe/Ru 0.5 (unknown) −0.2 (unknown) 28.3 (unknown)
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angles of magnetization of FM1 and FM2, respectively,

tilting from RL,  is the spin mixing conductance, and

g is the spin accumulation. Because the imaginary part of

spin mixing conductance is much smaller than the real

part, it is ignored in our calculation. Spin accumulation

could be obtained by considering the spin transport para-

meters and the thicknesses of layers, and thus the polari-

zation factor changes with not only the angle of the FMs,

but also with the layers in the structure. Most of the spin

transport parameters used in the calculation were taken

from the literature and are listed in Table 1. The unknown

values for some materials are assumed to be moderate.

The polarization factor is dependent on the magnetization

angles and thicknesses of FMs in our calculation because

the material is not altered (PL and RL are CoFe and FM1

and FM2 are NiFe).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Angular dependence of STT

STTi is basically proportioned to sinθ due to its cross

product with neighboring magnetizations where θ is the

angle between two magnetizations. However, because the

amplitude of STTi, aJi, is not a constant, rather it is

severely dependent on the magnetization configuration of

the overall structure, it exhibits complicated angular depen-

dence on STTi. The variation of STTs at three interfaces

is shown in two cases. In the first case, the STT through

Ru (STT2 and STT3) is ignored with zero 

(Fig. 2(a)) and in the second case, it is considered with

non-zero  (Fig. 2(b) STT1, (c) STT2, (d) STT3).

The thicknesses of FM1 and FM2 are fixed as 6 and 2

nm. For the first case, STT1 is mainly dependent on the

θ1(angle 1), but it also slightly changes with θ2(angle 2)

due to variation of the spin accumulation. For the second

case,  is assumed to be equal to .

In Fig. 2(b), the variation of STT1 with θ2 is less than that

for the first case in Fig. 2(a). This indicates that 

affects spin accumulation in the overall structure. In the

drift-diffusion model, all parameters, such as spin mixing

conductance, spin asymmetry factor, and resistance, have

effects on the spin accumulation and spin current. In Fig.

2(c) and 2(d), angular dependence of STTs through Ru

the layer is complex because it is directly influenced by

both of the FM1 and FM2 angles.

3.2. Critical current

To understand the effect of angle-dependent STT through

Ru on the excitation of the SAF-free layer, the critical

currents (Ic) for excitation of FM1 and FM2 are obtained

G↑↓

Re{G↑↓}Ru

Re{G↑↓}Ru

Re{G↑↓}Ru Re{G↑↓}Cu

Re{G↑↓}Ru

Fig. 2. STTs when r is (a) 0 and (b~d) 1; r indicates the ratio of  to . (a) and (b) show the STTs at the interface

of Cu|FM1 (interface 1) and (c) and (d) are for STTs at FM1|Ru (interface 2) and Ru|FM2 (interface 2), respectively.

Re{G↑↓}Ru Re{G↑↓}Cu
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with various r values (ratio of  to ).

We vary  due to its unknown value but it

would be obtained by such an ab-initio calculation [11].

Firstly, we calculated the polarization factor at each inter-

face with various r values as described in part A, and

secondly, we simulated magnetization dynamics including

an angle-dependent polarization factor for 100 ns. If the

current perpendicular to the plane is applied, the magneti-

zation is excited due to an in-plane STT at the critical

current. This is shown in Fig. 3(a) for the initial AP-state

and 3(b) for the initial P-state with increasing thicknesses

of FM2, which indicates concurrent change of thickness

of FM1 (tFM1 = tFM2 + 4 nm). For the initial AP-state, the

SAF-free layer is excited for I > 0, whereas for the initial

P-state, it is excited for I < 0. To insure the initial states

and to reproduce the experimental conditions in Ref. [7],

an external field (Ha) was applied (+600 Oe for AP-state

and −600 Oe for P-state). In Fig. 3(a), we could find that

the critical current increases for both AP- and P-states as

the thickness of the SAF-free layer increases. This is

reasonable because the critical current is in proportion to

the thickness of the FM by relation of Ic ~ (α/h)Mst(HK +

2pMs), where HK is the anisotropy field [12]. Also, the

critical current for the AP-state is smaller than that for the

P-state, even for a zero r. This could be interpreted with

the polarization factor, which is larger for the AP-state.

This originated from the spin accumulation in the normal

metal shown in (Fig. 3(c)). The polarization factor for the

AP-state is three times of that for the P-state when r is

zero, as shown in Fig. 3(d).

As r increases from 0 to 1, | Ic
AP| decreases but | Ic

P|

greatly increases. This is explained by the change of the

transverse component of spin accumulation (gy) in the Ru

layer as  increases (Fig. 3(c)). This causes the

modification of the polarization factor at interfaces 2 and

3, as shown in Fig. 3(d), and this substantially influences

the critical current. In Fig. 3(c) and (d), the thicknesses of

FM1 and FM2 are fixed at 6 and 2 nm, respectively. In

Fig. 3(d), ηFM1 is the polarization factor for FM1 that

includes η1 and η2, and similarly, ηFM2 is the polarization

Re{G↑↓}Ru Re{G↑↓}Cu
Re{G↑↓}Ru

Re{G↑↓}Ru

Fig. 3. Critical current with thickness of FM2 for (a) the initial AP-state and (b) the initial P-state. (c) The transverse component of

spin accumulation at every local position in the structure with various r values. (d) The polarization factors for FM1 and FM2 at

both the AP- and P-state as a function of r.
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factor for FM2 that includes η3. Positive ηFM1 and ηFM2

cause the excitation of FM1 and FM2, while negative

ηFM1 and ηFM2 cause the stabilization of them. In the AP-

state, ηFM1 and ηFM2, which are larger than those of the P-

state, mostly increase with r. This induces the decrease of

Ic
AP while increasing r. However, for the initial P-state,

hFM1, which is positive but smaller than that of the AP-

state, diminishes with r, and ηFM2 is even negative, which

stabilizes FM2. As a result, FM1 is less excited and FM2

is more stabilized as r increases. This leads to a signifi-

cant decrease of the critical current for the initial P-state.

Since the critical currents for the initial AP- and P-states

are considerably affected by r, the unknown 

could be estimated by comparing Ic
AP and Ic

P from our

calculation with the experimental results. However, it is

inappropriate to directly compare the values of Ic
AP and

Ic
P because they are dependent on the damping constant,

saturation magnetization, and anisotropy constant, which

are experimentally changeable parameters. Rather, it is

valid to compare Ic
AP/Ic

P or Ic
P/Ic

AP which are only related

to ηP/ηAP or ηAP/ηP owing to the eliminated experimental

parameters. In Fig. 4, the experimentally obtained values

of Ic
P/Ic

AP by N. Smith et al. [7] are depicted as open

squares. The calculated ones are shown in dotted line and

solid lines with different r value. If r is 0 and ηAP
1 and

ηP
1 are fixed at 0.75 and 0.25 (dotted line), where angular

dependence of STT is simply estimated with fixed ηAP
1

and ηP
1, Ic

P/Ic
AP remains around 3 because ηAP

1/η
P
1 is 3.

However, if the angular dependence of STT is fully

considered, Ic
P/Ic

AP increases with thickness of FM even if

r is 0. This is because we obtained the angular depen-

dence of STT for each thickness of FM. Where r is 0.1

and 0.2, Ic
P/Ic

AP severely increases with thickness and it

exhibits similar slope with experimental results (open

square). However, one cannot find r values at which Ic
P/

Ic
AP perfectly agree with the experimental one. This devi-

ation is caused by a few unknown spin transport para-

meters. The angle-dependent STT calculated by the drift-

diffusion model seriously changes with the spin transport

parameters and it should be obtained by CPP-GMR

experiment. 

4. Conclusion

In studying magnetization dynamics of a SAF-free

layer, the STT through Ru was ignored or overestimated

in other previous papers. In this work, while considering a

non-zero spin mixing conductance at the interface of Ru,

we investigated the effect of STT through Ru on the

magnetization dynamics of a SAF-free layer. The STT

through not only Cu, but also Ru, was obtained by the

extended drift-diffusion model. Considering angle-dependent

STT, we found that the STT considerably affects the mag-

netic excitation of the SAF-free layer. Also, when the spin

mixing conductance of Ru is in the range of 10% to 20%

of that of Cu, Ic
P/Ic

AP roughly agrees with the experi-

mental results.
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